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Video 194: The Timekeepers and the Order of 

the Greater Universe 
by Wes Penre and Ariel Glad, Nov. 22, 2019 

The video to this transcript can be found on our FreedomTube channel,  

http://www.freedomtube.social/cmpgm-wes19   

 

 

THE ONLY WAY TIME CAN EXIST in the KHAA/Greater Universe is if it’s artificially 

created. Each solar system has its own time cycle, and each galaxy has its own 

time cycle, as well as he galactic clusters—wheels within wheels of time. In this 

video, we particularly want to concentrate on solar systems, including our own. 

Time, as perceived in 3-D, whether it’s in our solar system or any other solar 

system, is created with Orion technology. In “space,” i.e. the KHAA between solar 

systems and galaxies—the VOID, no time can exist. 

How time is constructed in a particular solar system depends on the purpose of the 

solar system and the purpose of the star races that are being created there. 

Sometimes, time will be perceived as linear, and sometimes not. Time may also be 

perceived to go faster in one solar system and slower in another. This is not only 

http://www.freedomtube.social/cmpgm-wes19
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because of a celestial body’s rotational speed or orbits of celestial bodies—there is 

also technology involved. 

In earlier videos, we talked about bubbles in space, which more than likely is 

liquid and not a vacuum, by the way. This is why space is called “The 

Transcendental Water” in the ancient texts, or the “Cosmic Water.” In this cosmic 

ocean, in order to create 3-D life, the Creator Gods need to separate the upper and 

the lower water with a firmament, which is also clearly described in Genesis 1 of 

the Bible. In between these waters, evolving species can be created. This pertains 

to what we call planets, but for star races, who actually develop on and inside stars, 

it probably works differently. If we exited through the Grid right now, most of us 

would probably see the cosmic waters as waves—liquid that is rotating and 

moving in wave form. For the sake of this video, we will still call this cosmic 

ocean “space,” although, when we talk about space, we do not refer to a vacuum. 

Each planet with its moon or moons would probably look like something 

surrounded by a bubble to keep the planetary system separated from space, and 

each solar system would be a bubble containing all celestial bodies and lifeforms 

inside it. From what we understand, the sun/star (or stars, if it is a multiple system) 

is the Timekeeper. More about this in a moment. 

As mentioned, in the nonphysical part of the KHAA, time does not exist. In the 

VOID, nonphysical beings operate and travel with thought—I called it nano-travel 

in the Wes Penre Papers (WPP). They travel with their mind from one location to 

another in no-time—they just think themselves somewhere and arrive immediately 

at their destination. Only when such nonphysical beings enter a solar system are 

they affected by time, i.e. the time that beings and objects operate from in the 

particular star system in question. If such a nonphysical being/soul wants to mingle 

with beings from that certain star system; in order to follow universal rules, they 

would need to ask for permission first. Then, if permission is granted, such 

disembodied souls would either need to take a body that is common in that solar 

system or shapeshift into something that is familiar to the inhabitants, unless the 

natives know about other star races and don’t mind if they appear differently. Once 

a soul interacts with any solar system, they become affected by the time cycle 

within that system. This is also why Barbara Marciniak’s “Pleiadians” often said 
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that it’s very difficult to find us here on Earth because, not only do they need to 

find our location (which is out of phase with the Greater Universe), but they also 

need to figure out what time period to enter, in order to find Marciniak and the 

audience—us. 

Because time is measured differently in different star systems, if a visitor from 

Orion, let’s say might stay in a certain construct for eighty Earth years and then 

leave and go back to Orion, he or she might find that only a week has passed in the 

Orion system.  

Our ancestors from Tiamaat, the Namlu’u, were supposed to complete and 

graduate from the Human Experiment in “one go,” as I explained in the WPP—no 

death! This statement has probably been difficult to understand for many readers, 

but it becomes obvious how that works when we look at time from this 

perspective:  

When the Namlu’u were placed on Tiamaat, Prince Ninurta/En.lil, set the “clock.” 

At that time, Saturn was our sun, and Saturn was, as people who have read the 

WPP and ancient texts, the Timekeeper of this solar system, and Prince Ninurta 

was Father Time.  

I don’t know how long the Human Experiment was supposed to last, but let’s pick 

a random number. Let’s say it was supposed to last for 4 million Earth years—and 

no physical body death! When 4 million years had passed, the entire human soul 

group was supposed to graduate—Father Time had set the “time clock” to 4 

million years, using Orion technology. Within that time span, would the Namlu’u 

be able to endure the relatively harsh planetary environment and come out of the 

Experiment with more love, compassion, and empathy than star beings in general? 

Regardless of the result, when 4 million years had passed, the entire Namlu’u 

population would be summoned to Orion for an evaluation. Thus, the Saturn 

“clockwork” stops and the soul group returns home. The Mother Goddess—the 

Queen of the Stars—sprinkled Her own soul energy and Spirit in us, the Namlu’u, 

when She created us, to see if that would make any difference in how we evolved. 

She wanted to seed Creator Gods with more empathy and compassion. Well back 

in Orion, the Orion Council would determine whether the Experiment was 
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successful or not. If successful, the Queen would thereafter repeat this Experiment 

elsewhere with other soul groups. 

This was the purpose with the Experiment, but as we know, the Experiment was 

interrupted and corrupted by En.ki/Lucifer and his rebels, as discussed in detail 

throughout the WPP, but also in our video miniseries on Tiamaat, starting at the 

end of Video 187, as well as in a number of other videos Ariel and I have made.  

After the Invasion, when En.ki and his cohorts took over, En.ki, who had once 

been trained by his mother, the Queen, stole the Orion technology so he could 

build his own construct from the remnants of Tiamaat, which was destroyed during 

the invasion, as told in the Enûma Eliš—the Babylonian creation story. En.ki 

closed the Saturn stargate, reset the entire Construct, and changed the velocity of 

time, so everything that lived within the Construct would perceive time as being 

much slower than before. It seems like Saturn continued being our Sun throughout 

the Atlantis Era on the new planet—EArth (named after En.ki/EA), but after the 

Great Flood about 13,000 years ago, En.ki reconstructed the Construct and put up 

an artificial sun, which is the one we see today. Thus, our current sun is the new 

Timekeeper, and En.ki hijacked Prince Ninurta’s role as Father Time.  

Since En.ki completely hijacked this System after the Flood, it seems like he has 

reset the time-clock every 2156 year or so. This correlates with the star 

constellations we see in the night-sky, which give us the different ages, such as the 

Age of Pisces and the Age of Aquarius. Every 2156 years, the gods jump the 

constellations, which means that if Marduk was in charge of a certain constellation 

for one time period, another Overlord puts himself in charge of Marduk’s 

constellation, while Marduk jumps to the next, as discussed in the WPP. Then, a 

new cycle begins. We are now at the end of such a time period and are heading 

toward the Age of Aquarius, which is supposed to be the Age of the Singularity. 

Because En.ki took over as Father Time, we are now running on a completely 

different time than we did on Tiamaat. Everything here is much more solid, and 

time has been significantly slowed down. Instead of letting the human soul group 

graduate when the clock stops, the Overlords have instigated a number of resets, 

where everything either starts all over again or something new is being introduced. 

In our case, and at this particular time, the big reset will be the Singularity. 
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Because En.ki is frequently resetting the “clock,” the human soul group never gets 

to graduate and return to Orion, which we should have done a long time ago. 

If we use a metaphor, let’s imagine that Orion has a giant control room somewhere 

in their Empire. In this control room there are trillions upon trillions of clocks. 

Each clock resembles a unique star system, and each clock is set to stop at a certain 

time. For one star system, the time might be set to 2 million years, and for other 

star systems it might be 6 million years, 10 billion years, or 6 hundred years, etc. 

All star systems have different time frames within which beings can evolve, 

depending on their environment, what is expected of them, and what the estimated 

time would be for a soul group to graduate. Then, when the clock stops for a 

particular star system, the soul group will be visited or called to Orion, where they 

can make a decision whether they want to graduate and become nonphysical 

Creator Gods or continue their evolution on their home world for yet some time.  

I wrote in the WPP that I’d been told that other star races, who were trapped in 

other star systems that the Overlords occupy, had already seen through the 

deception and graduated as a soul group, but the human soul group is slacking 

behind. The reason for this, I believe, is the resets and the amnesia. En.ki wanted 

control over humankind as revenge for being demoted as the Chief Scientist of the 

Tiamaat Experiment. We have the Queen’s soul fire, so by hurting us, he is also 

intentionally hurting his mother.  

Speaking of amnesia, this is an unheard concept in the KHAA. There is no death, 

other than through accidents or in wars, and star races are supposed to make it in 

one go and then decide whether to graduate or continue being home world bound 

until they feel ready to become Creator Gods, i.e. create with intention, 

imagination, and thought. Thus, “natural death” due to age is definitely not the 

norm in the KHAA. And as we know, death is just an illusion, anyway, and a 

deception.  

We humans perceive that we’ve been in this construct for many millennia, while in 

Orion it might only have been a hundred years, or less, just as in comparison. 

Much of this is known within secret societies, which are almost as old as Homo 

sapiens. En.ki elected an Elite of humans already in the beginning of this construct 
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and created the first secret society, known as the Brotherhood of the Snake, and he 

educated the elect about the real history of humankind—or at least as much as he 

wanted them to know, and this knowledge has been passed down; well-hidden in 

the top echelons of these occult organizations. It’s from these ancient secret 

societies that the Elite bloodlines originate. The ancient knowledge has been 

presented to the public in plain sight over the millennia, often hidden in esoteric 

artwork. What immediately comes to mind is the “Flammarion,” which is the old 

engraving, where a man peeks behind the veil/Firmament and sees a lot of 

technology in form of cogs and wheels—he sees the “clockwork.” Of course, it’s 

not literal—there are no real cogs and wheels, but it’s a working metaphor that 

humans can understand. 

We might ask ourselves why the Elite call the upcoming agenda the Singularity. In 

astrophysical terms, what is a singularity? It is the location in a black hole where 

time stands still. The technological Singularity has borrowed its name from this, 

and it’s a good analogy because the Singularity represents the next reset, where we 

will transform from biological to digital beings, and it’s being done as we speak. 

 

Consider watching this video to the final end, so you don’t miss out on our video 

mini-series about the planet Tiamaat and the story of humankind. If you missed 

earlier episodes, the mini-series started with Episode 1 at the end of Video 187. 

There will be one episode at the end of each of these YouTube videos from hereon. 

Hope you’ll find them interesting! 

We also want to do a SHOUT-OUT for our faithful Tier 3 and 4 Patrons! Thank 

you from the bottom of our hearts for your contribution! Here are some of these 

Patrons, who have agreed to have their names or usernames published: 

Mark67az 

Naturalvet 

Sicily 

Vianne 

Lori22 
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Justin Colberg 

r  

Salana 

Boro 

Dundaya 

Siddheartha 

Ariesgirl 

aifwv  

Nina L. 

z 

Barbelo Trad Witch 

AIF Ant Farm 

Karen Tackett 

Cheryl 

Marc L 

MCMG   

Andrew 

S S 

MikeO 

and Brandon A. Mejia 
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